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CHAliER LAUREN 13. RESNICK

A Developmental Musty of
Number Understanding'

Research on the psychological processes involved in early school arithmetic
has now cumulated sufficiently to make it possible to construct a coherent ac-

count of the changing nature of the child's understanding of number during the

early school years. Earlier work, concerned Imply with preschool children's

informal arithmetic (e.g.. Fuson & Hall. Chapter 2; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978;
Ginsburg. 1977). has established the strength and the limits of the number
understanding that children typically bring with them to school. My concern in

this chapter will be to develop a plausible account of how number concepts are

extended and elaborated as a result of formal instruction. The chapter will online

a theory of number representation for three broad periods of development (a) the

preschool period. during which courting and quantity comparison competencies

of young children provide the main basis for inferring number represenunion; (b)

the early primary period. during which children's invention of sophisticated

mental computational procedures and the mastery of certain forms of story prob-

lems point to two important expulsions of the number concept; and (c) the later
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110 LAUREN B RESNICK

primary period, during which the representation of number is modified to reflect
knowledge of the decimal structure of the counting and notational system.

My account of developing number understanding is based heavily on recent
worksome reported in this volumethat is providing a series of formal models
of the knowledge underlying various observed arithmetic performances by chil-
dren of different ages. Each of these models has been constructed to account for a

particular set of performances, but there has been no systematic effort to link
them into a developmental sequence. Nevertheless, an examination of the exist-
ing models strongly suggests a sequential development of mathematicA compe-
tence that is characterized by (a) an expanding and successively elaborated set of
schemata that organizes number knowledge. and lb) the linking of these sche-
mata to increasingly complex procedural knowledge. In the course of the c=hapter
I will clarify exactly what is to be understood by the terms schemofic and
procedural knowledge. It is important to note, however, that in stressing both
procedural and schematic knowledge and their links. current theories OCmathe-
matical understanding offer promise of joining two hitherto separate and largely
competing strands of research on mathematical development. These are (a) the
behavioral, which has concentrated on number performance skills and has
viewed growth in mathematical ability as the addition of successive performance
skills; and lb) the cognitivedevelopmental. which has focused on changing
concepts of number but has often paid little attention to the manifestation of these
concepts in actual number performances.

NUMBER REPRESENTATION IN THE PRESCHOOLER:
THE MENTAL NUMBER LINE

This account begins by considering what understanding of number can be
assumed as the typical child enters school. Several lines of evidence point to the
probability that by the time they enter school most children have already con -
stnicted a representation of number that can be appropriately characterized as a

large+
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Figure 3.1 The mental number line
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mental number line. That is. numbers conespond to positions in a string. with

the individual positions linked by a "successor" or "next" relationship and a

directional marker on the string sp zifying that later positions on the string we

larger (see Figure 3.1). This mental number line can * used both to establish

quantities by the operations of counting and to directly compare quantities. By

combining counting sad comparison operations. a considerable amount of arith-

metic problem solving can also be accomplished.

Counting

Several extensive studies of counting in preschool children provide the basis

for inferring the number knowledge typical of children as they enter school.

These include Gelman and Gallisters (1978) study of counting and number

concepts in 2- through 5 -year -olds. and Fuson and Briars' (Fuson &

Mierkiewicz. 19801 work on counting (see also Siegler & Robinson, 1982;

Steffe. Thompson. & Richards, 19821. These investigators have shown that from

a very early age. children can reliably count sets of objects and thus establish

their cardinality. Greene, Riley, and Gelman (1978) have developed a computa-

tional program that simulates the counting performances observed by Gelman

and Galling) and that is in good accord with the data reported by the other major

investigators as well. This model provides the basis for my characterization of

the mental number line.
At the core of the Greeno et al. model of children's counting is an ordered

list of numerlogs linked by a successor (Next) relationship as shown in Figure

3.1. The program establishes the quantity of a set by a procedwe that uniquely

links each object in the set with one of the numerlogs and then designates the last

numerlog named as the number in the set. The figure shows direct links between

the smallest numerlogs and patterned set displays. These links represent the kind

of knowledge that would allow children to .usbitize way small setsthat is, to

quickly provide the appropriate number name without actually cawing
through direct pattern recognition. This ability has been attributed to children as

young as 3 or 4 by Klahr and Wallace (1976), although Greeno et al. argue that

the appearance of subitizing may be a function of the rapid perceptual grouping

of small sets as pan of the counting process rather than as a separate means of

quantifying an array. Without attempting to decide between these two accounts

of rapid quantification of small sets, it seems reasonable to propose that it is

through extensive practice with counting as a method of establishing quantity

that the numeric* list is gradually transformed from a string of words a

representation of quantity in which each position (number name) in the list

comes to stand for a quantity. Recent work by Comiti (1980) has shown that the

counting list and its use in determining quantity is established only for relatively
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small numbers by the time a child enters school. For quantities in tlw teens and
twenties. many 6-year-olds are unreliable counters and are not able to use count-
ing to establish equivalence of setssomething they can do at a much younger
age for smaller set sizes. In addition, children have difficulty for some time in
starting a count at a number other than I. indicating that individual successor
links are not fully established for some parts of the string (Fuson. Richards. &
Briars. 1982). It is thus clear that the number representation shown in Figure 3.1
is still developing for larger quantities once school begins.

Quantity Comparisons

A smaller but still significant body of work on magnitude comparison by
children allows us to further specify the characteristics of the mental number line
as the .hied enters school. Typically in magnitude comparison tasks. two "tar-
get" numbers are named and the subject asked to decide which is. larger or
"shows more." Variations of this task have been extensively used with adults
(e.g.. Potts. Banks. Kosslyn. Moyer. Riley. & Smith. 1979). Investigators
studying children (Schaeffer. Eggleston. & Scott. 1974: Sekuler & Mierkiewicz.
1977: Siegler & Robinson. 1982) have established that children can perform this
task accurately by the age of 5 or earlierat least for small numbers.

What additions to the mental number line are necessary to account for this
ability? If we were to add to the quantity representation already described a
directional coding that specified that later numbers in the string represented
larger quantities, a child could compare two named numbers by starting up the
string from 1. noting when the first of the two target numbers was reached and
then labeling the other number as "more" or larger."

Although this is logically possible. a seems psychologically unlikely for at
least two reasons. First, it-forces the child to treat more as if it were the marked
item in the "more-less" pair. A number of investigators, beginning with Don-
aldson and Balfour (1968). have demonstrated that more is unmarkedthat is, it
is more easily learned and more quickly accessed than less. Second and even
more compelling. 5-year-old children, like adults, show a characteristic pattern
of reaction times for these comparison tasks: They take longer to make compari-
son judgments the closer the two target numbers are. If a child were using the
counting-up strategy to make comparisons, the time to make a mental magnitude
comparison should be a function of the size of the smaller number and not of the
size of the split between the two numbers. The existence of the split effect
suggests that the child's number representation has important analog features that
allow direct comparison of number positions. It is as if perceptual comparisons
of positions on a measuring stick were being made: when positions are closer
together. it takes longer to discriminate between them than when they are further
aPart.
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Because of the split effect for number comparisons, we can attribute to
children entering schocil two other features of the mental number line: (a) a
directional marker on the line that interprets positions further along the line as

"larger" as shown in Figure 3.1). and (b) an ability to directly enter the
positional representation for a number upon hearing its name (i.e., without

counting up to it). Both of these features play a role in various kinds of informal

arithmetic performances that have been observed in preschool children.

Informal Arithmetic

As just noted. the mental number line can be used both to establish quan-
tities by the operations of counting and to directly compare quantities. By com-
bining counting and comparison operations, the child can also accomplish a
considerable amount of arithmetic problem solving. For example. Gelman

(1972). in her "magic" experiments, showed that young children could recog-
nize when the number of items in a small set had been changed while the set was
hidden from view. This would involve counting the net twice, before and after
the change. and then comparing the two numbers by entering them on the mental
number line. Gelman and Gallistel (1978) also document some young children's
ability to "fix" a set so that it has a named quantity. A child with only the
number knowledge sketched thus far could build a liner set (e.g., "fix" a set of
three so it has five) by counting the three objects in the presented set and then
adding in more objects by "counting on" up to five. To reduce a set (e.g., "fix"
a set of five so it has three), the child would have to count the objects of the set

up to three and then discard the remainder. The more efficient procedure of
determining in advance that two items must be added to or deleted from the set

would not yet be available to the child at this stage in the development of quantity

representation.
This is not to say that the child has no resources for solving addition and

subtraction problems. Ginsburg (1977) has reported a variety ofsuccessful arith-

metic calculation procedures employed by preschool children, all apparendy
invented by the children and virtually all based on counting. An example is
addition by constructing sets (oi fingers or with objects) to match each addend,

then counting up the combined sets. A typical ceocedure for subtraction --one

that requires no more complicated quantity representation than the one consid-
ered thus faris to (a) count out a set to thatch the larger number (the minuet*,
1b) count out from this set the number of objects specified in the smaller number

(the subtrahend). and then (c) count the objects remaining in the original set.
Several investigators (e.g., Carpenter & Mose*: 19824 Undvall & Gibbons-

!bane. 1980) have shown that young children ate able to solve cousin classes of

story problems using counting procedures. Typically in these solutions they use
only forward counting, by ones, of actual countable' objects. However, some

8
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Mem 3.2 The mental number line with backward markers.

children apparently acquire the ability to use decrementing (counting backward)
procedures before they enter school This means that "backward-next" links
must have been attached to adjacent numbers in their mental number line and a
"smaller" (less) directional marker attached to the line as a whole (see Figure
3.2). Performances that call on backward counting include doing subtraction by
counting down from the larger number. Although these performances are often
used to argue that children already know important concepts of mathematics
before school begins. in fact such performuices require only a primitive repre-
sentation of number compared to what will develop subsequently.

EARLY SCHOOL ARITtIMETIC:
THE PART-WHOLE SCHP,MA

As long as the number line al' x is used. there is no way to relate quantities
to one another except as larger o smaller. further along or further back in the
line. Although quantities can be compared for relative size. no precision in the
relative size relationship is possible except as a specification of the number of
numerlogs that must be traversed between positions in the line. Probably the
major conceptual achievement of the early school years is the interpretation of
numbers in terms of part and whole relationships. With the application of a
Part-Whole schema to quantity. it becomes possible for children to think about
numbers as compositions of other numbers. This enrichment of number under-
standing permits forms of mathematical problem solving and interpretation that
are not available to younger children.

Figure 3.3 sketches a Part-Whole schema that plays a role in several mod-
els of children's developing number understanding (Briars & Larkin. 1981;
Resnick, Greene,. & Rowland. 1980; Riley. Greene. & Heller. Chapter 4). The
schema specifies that any quantity (the whole) can be partitioned (into the parts)
as long as the combined parts neither exceed nor fall short of the whole. By
implication, t, parts make up or are included in the whole. The Pan-Whok
Schema thus an interpretation of number that is quite similar to Piaget's
(1941/1965) definition of an operational number concept. To function as a tool in
problem solving, the part-whole knowledge structure must be tied to procedures
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Figaro 3.3 The Pan-Whale schema

for constructing or evaluating quantities. The Maximum Exceeded and Minimum

Needed nodes in Figure 3.3 are connected to procethires by which deletions or

additions can be made to satisfy the constraint that the sum of the pans is

equivalent to the whole. For extunple, if the numbas in the Whole and Part A

slots are known, a counting-up procedure (accessed through the Minimum

Needed node) can be used to fill Pan B with the number needed to keep the

combined pans equal to the whole.

Story Problems

The PanWhole schema specifies relationships among triples of numbers.

In the triple 2-5-7, for example. 7 is always the whole; 5 and 2 are always the

pans. Together. 5 and 2 satisfy the equivalence constraint for the whale: 7. The

relationship among 2.5. and 7 holds whether the problem is given as5.+ 2 ?,

7 = ?, 7 2 = ?, 2 + ? 7. or ? + 5 sor 7. Each of these number sentences

expressing the relations among the triple 2-5-7 has one or more corresponding

expressions in teal -world relationships or in wry probkins. Figure 3.4 shows

how the fundamental panwhole relationship underlies several classes of story

problems as well as number sentences. In each problem the whole is coded as a

dot-filled bar, whether it is a even quantity or the unknown. Similarly, tads put

is uniquely coded. The relationship between pens and whole for all the prob-

lems. including the number semences, is shown in the center display. Any bar

can be omitted and thus become the unlmown. Although tiumber team= and

dx given words of story problems cannot be mapped dine* onto on$ another

Maher & Tees,. 1975), each can be mapped directly onto a most Alston

prat whole represemation, such as the bars shown hat. The Pats Whole ache-

10
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Fire 3.4 Mamas at stories and mamba seances to a comets model of Pan-Whole.

ma chits provides an interpretive structure than can permit the child to either solve
attain more difficult problems directly by the methods of informal mithmetic, or
to convert them into number sentences that can then be solved through pro-
cedures taught in school.

Riley, Greeno. and Heller (Chapter 4) have developed a family of computa-
tional models that account for the development of competence in solving one-
step addition and subtraction story problems of the kind studied by a number of
investigators (e.g.. Carpenter & Moser. 1982; Naha. 1982; Verpaud. 1982).
These models suggest that it is application of the PartWhole schema that makes
it possible to solve difficult classes of story problems that children usually cannot
solve until the second or third school year. These include set-change problems
with the starting set unknown (e.g.. John had some marbles. Michael gave him 4
more. Now he has 7. How many did he haw sort?) and various kinds of
comparison problems (e.g.. John has 4 marbles. Michael has 7. How many awe
does Michael haw than John?). An alternative story problem model by Briars
and Larkin (1981) solves some of the more difficult problems by constnicting a
mental script that reflects real-world knowledge about combining and separating

11
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objects. rather than abstract part-whole relationships. The script describes the

actions in the story and allows the system to keep track of the sets and subsets
involved. Yet in Briars and Larkin's model, too, it proves possible to solve
unknown-first problems only by instantiating a Part-Whole schema. Both theo-

ries. then, assume that story problem solutionat least for the most difficult
problemsproceeds by mapping the statements in the problem into the slots of
the Part-Whole schema. This allows the numbers in the problem to be assigned

to either "pan" or "whole" status and permits a clear identification of whether
the unknown is a part or a whole. This in turn allows flexible computational
strategies. including either direct counting solutions (for example. by counting

up from Part A if Part B must be found) or the construction of an appropriate

number sentence and then solution of the arithmetic problem specified in the

number sentence.

Mental Addition and Subtraction

We have seen that preschool children using mainly forward counting pro-

cedures are capable of solving a surprising variety of arithmetic problems as long

as they have actual countable objects to aid in the calculation. During the early

years of school, children come to be able to solve many of the simpler arithmetic

problems "in their heads"that is. without any overt counting. It had long been

assumed that when children ceased overt counting, they had switched to an adult-

like performance in which the number facts (e.g.. single-digit addition or sub-

traction problems) were simply associations, memorized and then recalled on

demand. Presumably. no reasoning went on in arriving at an answer. Recent
work. however. has established quite clearly that there is an intermediate period

of several years during which arithmetic problems are solved by mental counting

processes. These procedures appear to be children's own inventions. There is

reason to believe that the Part-Whole schema plays a role in establishing these

procedures, although there is no formal theory nor very direct evidence yet

available to specify that role.
Research by Groen and Parkman (1972) is the point of reference for work

on simple mental calculation. Working with simple addition (two addends with

sums less than I01. Groen and Parkman tested a family of process models for

single-digit addition. Figure 3.5 shows the general model schematically. MI of

the models assumed a "counter in the bead" that could be set initially at any
number. then incremented a given number of times and finally "read out." The
specific models differed in where the counter was set initially and in the number

of increments-by-one required to calculate the sum. For example. the counter can

be set initially at um. the first addend added in by increments of one, and then

the second addend added by increments of one. If we assume that each increment

12
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Figure LS Counting model for simple addition. From Given & Parkman. 1972 Copyng!ii 1972 by
the American Psyclsok-gical Association. Reprinted by permission.;

needs about the same amount of time to count. then someone doing mental
calculation this way ought to show a pattern of reaction times in which time
vanes as a function of the sum of the two addends. This has become known as
the SUM model of mental addition. A somewhat more efficient procedure begins
by setting the counter at the first addend and then counting in the second addend
by increments of one. In this caseassuming that the time for setting the counter
is the same regardless of where it is setreaction times would be a function of
the quantity of t'! s.t.ond addend. A still more efficient procedure starts by
setting the count& larger of the two addends. regardless of whether it is the
first or the second, and then incrementing by the smaller. Obviously, this would
require fewer increments. Such a procedure would produce reaction times as a
function of the size of the minimum addend and has thus become known as the
min model.

Gwen and Parkrnan evaluated these (along with some other logically possi-
ble but psychologically implausible) models by regressing observed on predicted
patterns of reaction times for each model. The finding was that children as young
as firstgraders used the min procedure. Subsequently, the min model has been
confirmed in studies that have extended the range of problems up to sums of 18.
and the ages of children from 41/2 or so up to 9 or 10 (Gruen & Resnick. 1977:
Svenson & Broquist. 1975: Svenson & Hedenborg. 1979: Svenson. Hedenborg.
& Lingman. 1976). Figure 3.6 shows a characteristic data plot. Note that prob-
lems with a minimum addend of 4 cluster together and take longer than problems
with a minimum addend of 3. and so on. It is also typical that doubles (e.g..
2 + 2) do not fall on the regression line but instead are solved particularly fast.
We can infer that some process other than counting is used in responding to
doubles iroblems. a point I shall return to later.

CounOng models have also been applied to other simple arithmetic tasks.
especially kubtraction (Svenson er al.. 1976; Woods. Resnick. & Green. 1975).
and addition with one of the addends unknown (Gwen & Poll. 1973). In the case

13
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of subtraction, at least three mental counting procedures are mathematically

correct. One procedure would involve initializing the counter in the head at the
larger number (the minuend) and then decrementing by one as many times as
indicated by the smaller number (the subtrahend). In this decrementing model.

reaction times would be a function of the smaller number. A second procedure
would involve initializing the counter at the smaller of the two numbers and

incrementing it until the larger number is reached. The number of increments

then would be read as the answer. Reaction times for this incrementing model
would be a function of the remainderthe number representing the difference

between the minuend and subtrahend. A particularly efficient procedure would
involve using either the decrementing or the incrementing process for subtrac-

tion, depending upon which required fewer steps on the counter. Reaction times
would be a function of the smaller of the subtrahend and the remainder. This
choice model is what most primary school children use, ;4.1though a few second-

graders use the straight decrementing model (Sec Figure 3.7). Here again, note
hoe the doubles fall below the regression line, suggesting a faster, noncounting

solution method
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It is risky to attribute complex processes such as min and choice to people
entirely on the basis of reaction time patterns. For this reason, it is important to
ask what converging evidence exists that points to the reality of mental counting
procedures. Observations of overt counting-on strategies for addition by several
investigators (Carpenter. Hiebert. & Moser, 1981; Fuson, 1982; Houlihan &
Ginsburg. 1981; Steffe et al.. 1982) suggest that the counting presumed in these
models is real. Furthermore. Svenson and Brognist (1975) interviewed their
subjects after each timed trial and found that on about half of the problems.
children reported counting up from the larger number (by ones or in larger units).
Finally. evidence comes from comparing children's reaction -time patterns for
addition with those of adults, whom we can assume retrieve elementary addition
and subtraction facts by some kind of direct "look-up" procedure. Adults show

much faster reaction times and a far shallower slope (20 magic) when their data
are fit to min than do children (Gruen & Pariunan, 1972). Their slope. which is
presumably the time needed for each count, seems too fast to represent anything

like a real counting procedure. Omen and Parkman suggested that this shallow
slope might be an artifact of averaging over many trials in which the answers
were looked up (presumably producing a flat slope) and a few trials in which they

were counted. 14pre recently, Ashcroft and Battaglia (1978) have suggested that
adults do not produce a linear increase in time as the minimum addend grows.
but instead produce a positively accelerating curve that is best fit by square of the

sum. Ashcroft and Fier man (1982) tried to fit children's data to sturr2, but not
until fourth grade did sum2 provide the best fit. Younger children thus do appear

to solve addition problems by counting. The converging evidence for subtraction

is less rich, although some of Svenson's (Svenson & Hedenborg, 1979; Svenson
et al.. 1976) sub*ts described the choice strategy in interviews.

It is important to note, P.owever. that while min and choice appear to be the
dominant procedures during the early school years, they are not the only ones
used. Several investigators have noted the use of special shortcut mental addition

strategies by children during this period. These have been documented in some
detail by investigators (Carpenter & Moser. 1982; Houlihan & Ginsburg. 1981;
Svenson & Hedenborg. 1979; Svenson & Sjoberg. in press) who used verbal

protocols and reaction times to document strategies that made special use of
addition and subtraction facts that children had committed to memory and could
retrieve directly. Most common were the use of solutions with tie references
(e.g.. 3 + 4 is solved by saying 3 plus 3 is 6, plus I more makes 7; or 13 6 is
solve(' by saying 12 minus 6 is 6. plus 1 is 7). Saxe and Posner (Chapter 7) found
similar strategies among illiterate Africans. Less ftequent. but of considerable
interest because they signal a developing appreciation of the decimal ntunber

system. are solutions that depend onknowledge of tens complements. For exam-
ple. 6 + 5 is converted to 6 + 4 (= 10). plus 1 more. Or. fa: subtraction, 11 4
is converted to 10 3 + 1. These shortcut procedures provide evidence that

16
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children understand the compositional suuctin of numbers and are able to
partition and recombine quantities with some flexibility.

The Origins of invented Arithmetic Procedures

What must be added to the mental number line representation to account for
the predominance of min and choice and for the occurrence of special tie- and
complements-referenced strategies during the earliest school years? In consider-
ing this question, we should keep in mind that these strategies are not directly
taught in most school programs. Extensive practice in addition and subtraction is
given, some of it organized to highlight commutative pairs in addition and the
complementarity of addition and subtraction. But the actual counting procedures
and the conversions to make use of tie and complements facts must usually be
invented by the children themselvessometimes in the face of strictures against
overt counting. Indeed. the invented character of min has been demonstrated
directly (Groen at Resnick. 1977). We taught preschool and kindergarten chil-
dren a procedure for addition that involved counting out both sets. Half of the
children switched to min without further instruction after about 12 weeks of
practice sessions.

The invented chanacter of mitt and choke poses an interpretive challenge.
for neither of these procedures appears to derive in a straightforward, mechanical
way from the overt counting procedures observed among younger children. That
is, they are not simply shortcuts. in the sense of dropping redundant steps.
indeed, in each case a new step---deciding which number to start counting
fromis added. Furthermore, min seems to depend upon the mathematical pnn-
ciple of commutativity, the recognition that dw sum of two numbers is the same
regardless of the order in which they are added, and choice appears to depend
upon recognition of the complemetuarity of addition and subtraction. Yet neither
of these principle; is directly taught to.rhildren in the earliest grades of school
any more than the actual min and choice procedures are taught, and no study has
suggested that children who use them have any verbal awanmess of the general
principles involved. Our interpretive task, then. is to account for the emergence
of min and choke as procedures that accord with mathematical principles of
commutativity and complementarily but are not systematically derived from
those principles. There are several possible explanations to consider.

A "PAM-EQUIVALENCE" ACCOUNT

The similes' account of the discovery of min would assert that the special
relationships between certain pairs of problems (e.g.. 3 + 4 and 4 + 3; 2 + 7 and

17
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7 + 2) are noticed after extensive practice on dw individual pairs. through a

general learning process that looks for regularities and shortcuts after a procedure

becomes at least partially automated (cf. Anderson. 1981; Maw & Wallace,

1976). In this view, the child would notice that specific pairs of problems yielded

the same answer and would infer that they could be substituted for one another.

A preference for efficiency would then lead to the strategy of always starting the

count at the larger number.
This seems plausible until we consider that if the child is to notice the

equivalence of two problems. the result of both pairs must be present in short-

term memory simultaneously so that they can be compared. This could happen in

two ways. First, if commuted pairs (e.g.. 7 + 3 and 3 + 7) were presented

successively, the result of the first calculation might still be present when the

second calculation was completed. However, in our experiment (Gwen & Res-

nick. 1977) the children invented min under controlled practice conditions in

which these pairings of problems did not occur. Practice on paired problems.

then. cannot be a general explanation for the development of min. although it

may play a role in some cases. A second possibility is that the result of 7 + 3 can

be quickly retrieved when 3 + 7 is computed. But this would mean that 7 + 3

was already known as a retrievable addition fact. if such retrievable facts were

available, however. children would not need to use counting procedures to

compute the answers to simple addition and subtraction problems. It therefore

appears implausible to attribute the discovery of min to simply noticing the

common outcome of different orders of performing addition.

A modified version of the pair-equivalence account may survive, however.

This version would assume that the equivalence was noticed first for very easily

'computable pairs (e.g.. those involving an addend of 1). It seems plausible that

the sum of 7 + I could be retrieved (or constrwed) fast enough to be simul-

taneously present in short-term memory with the sum of 1 + 7. Having noted

equivalence for a subset of the addition pairs, a child might plausibly construct a

more general commutativity rule that could be applied to other pairs.

A DEFAULT.' ACCOUNT

Another possibility is that children begin by assuming that arithmetic opera-

tions are commutative and only gradually learn that some (for example. subtrw-

non are not. This would lead them to try min procedures in the search for less-

effort processes. Since min "works" (i.e.. the answer turns out to be COITCCt

when checked by counting the whole joint set, and adults do not comment on the

result as wrong). they would retain it as the preferred procedtur. in support of

this possibility is the observation that children frequently attempt to commute

subtraction problems. That is. when given the problem 2 5, they respond with
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3 rather than 3. 0. or "you can't do it"any of which would indicate recogni-
tion of the noncommutativity of subtraction. Another common attempt to com-
mute in subtraction is shown by giving solutions such as:

348

169
221

A child would arrive at this incorrect answer by "subtracting within columns"
(Brown & Burton. 1978)that is. by takilig the smaller number from the larger
in each column regardless of which is on top.

The Gelman and Gal li.stel (1978) analysis of young children's counting
makes it clear that they proceed in accord with an "order-invariance" princi-
plethat is. they recognize that objectscan be counted in any order, although
the numerlogs must be assigned in their standard sequence. A natural extension
of order-invariance would allow subsets as well as individual objects to be
enumerated in any order. This would allow min to emerge as pan of a general
search for low-effort solutions without requiring that the child construct any kind
of comnwtativity rule.

Neches (1981. and personal communication) has provided a formal account
of how min might be discovered on such a "default" basis. His computer model
of addition begins by performing a sum solution in which both subsets are
counted out and the combined set recounted. After a number of practice trials,
the system notices that a portion of the counting process for finding the total is
redundant with the original counting process for each of the subsets. In recount-
ing for the problem 2 + S. for example. the first two counts are redundant with
counting out the first subset, and the fast five counts are redundant with the
original count for the second subset. The system has some general redundancy
elimination mechanisms that lead it to reuse existing computations rather than
duplicate them. This means that two counting-on solutions are constructed, one
for each addend. The system eventually comes to count on from the larger
addend (thus performing the min procedure) because it can detect a redundancy
when the smaller-addend alternative is tried.

A "PART-WHOLE" ACCOUNT

Still another possibility for the emergence of min is that children apply a
simple PanWhole schema to addition. For example, a child could solve addi-
tion problems by binding the given addends to the Part slots of the sclikma. Since
the slots contain no order information, the addends can now be urea in either
order to discover the value of the Whole. This is an attractive explanation of HIM
because it also accounts economically for the discovery of choice. PanWhole
puts the three terms of a complementary additionsubtraction pair into a stable
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relationship with one another. For the problem 9 7, for eaample, 9 would fill

the Whole slot and 7 one of the Part slots. For 9 2, 9 would fill the Whole slot

and 2 one of the Part slots. In finding the missing past (using the procedures

attached to the Minimum Needed and Maximum Exceeded nodes of the schema),

the child would become aware of the complementary relationships between

9 2 = 7 and 7 + 2 at 9. This complanentary relationship could dies be used

to generate least-effort solution rules. PartWhole also provides a convenient

account of the basis for complement- and tie-based shortcut procedures.

Application of PartWhole seems to be a playable account for the

emergence of mM and choke, at least to the extent that it is plat le to estrange

the PanWhole schema to children at an early enough age so that it precedes min

and choice as pan of the knowledge sanctum. We have mixed evidence here. On

the one hand, a fully general PanWhole schema does not seem to be reliable

until the age of 7 or 8. This is when children master Piagetian class inclusion

problems (IntieWer & Piaget. 1964/1969). which are pan whole problems with-

out a requirement of specific numerical quassification. It is also the age at which

children can reliably solve those wiry problems that dearly depend on the

partwhole structure (e.g., set-dotage problems with the starting set unknown).

This age would be too km to account for min, although it is possibly an accept-

able age for choke. which as far as we know develops later.

Still, several investigations point to an earlier undemtandinfrof certain class

relationships than the Piagetian studies have sugysaid. For example. Mailman

and Siebert (1976) have shown that if the class chaaciet of the Whole sot is

emphasized by the wording of the problem. children can perform class inclusion

problems quite early, and Smith and Unger (1978) have shown that Wader-

garten children use component dimensions in certain kinds of classification

tasks. Furthennore. children as early as first grade can solve comparison story

problems when they are worded so as to make the panwhole relations evident

(see Riley is al.. Chaplet 4). Thus, it seems plausible that children may possess

at least a simple version of the PartWhole schema at aquite young age but may

not yet have learned all of the tint:aims where it is appropriate to apply it.

Addition and subtraction of small numbers. unencumbered by story content, may

be one of the easy-to-recognize situations. Indeed, appliation at a primitive

PartWhole schema to simple number problems may be an imporamt step in

developing a more elaborate version. including many procedural connections.

that will play a role in subsequent development of number knowledge.

DEVELOPMENT OF DECIMAL NUMBER KNOWLEDGE

All of the research discussed so far has focused on small numbers--quan-

titles up to about 20. From this work we are able to trace a probable course of
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development of number representation in which the fundamental relationships
between numbers are units. Yet the introduction of decimal numbers, which
form an important part of the primary school mathematics curriculum. demands
that a new relationship among numbers be learned. This relationship is based on
tens rather than units. The initial introduction of the decimal system and the
positional notation system based on it is. by common agreement of educators, the
most difficult and important instructional task in mathematics in the early school
yeas. Starting in about second grade, most schools begin to teach children about
the structure of two-digit numbers. Toward the end of second grade. addition
(and in some schools, subtraction) with regrouping is introduced. What is known
about the development of knowledge of the base ten systemits representation
in written form, and the calculation algorithms that are based on it? How does the
quantity representation change M skill in the posititional notation system devel-
ops? These questions are addrftsed below.

Numbers as Compositions of Tens and Units: Restriction and
Elaboration of the PartWhale Schema

We have already seen that an important aspect of the development of num-
ber during the early school years is the interpretation of numbers as compositions
of other numbers --That is, the application of the PartWhole schema to numbers
pteviously defined solely in terms of position in a linear string. In story problems
and simple mental arithmetic. the PartWhole schema is applied with few re-
strictions and little elaboration. 1,will now try to show that the development of
decimal number knowledge can be understood as the successive elaboration of
the PartWhole schema for numbers, so that numbers come to be interpreted by
children as compositions of units and tens (and later of hundreds. thousands.
etc.) and are seen as subject to special regroupings under control of the
PartWhole schema.

There is far less research to draw on in making this characterization of
developing place value knowledge than there is for early numberconcepts. story
problems, and simple arithmetic. In addition to ongoing work in our own labora-
tory. I will refer to empirical and theoretical work by several others in building
this account of stages of development in decimal number understanding. The
account must be viewed as tentative and subject to modification as further evi-
dence on the development of urabrstanding of the decimal number system accu-
mulates. In particular, the later stages of this account are based on data front a
small number of children who were receiving remedial instruction in our labora-
tory. We need to extend this data base to include more childrenespecially those
children who acquire place value understanding without the special intervention
included in our studies.
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We can identify three main stages in the development of decimal knowl-

edge. First. there is an initial stage in which a unique partitioning into units and

tens (e.g.. 47 is 4 tens plus 7 units) is recognized. Next, in stage two. children

recognize the possibility of multiple partitionings of a 'Nasky. This second

stage occurs in two phases: Multiple pa nitionings are (a) arrived at empirically

(e.g.. the equivalence of 30 tens plus 17 units to 40 tens plus 7 units is estab-

lished by counting). and (b) established directly by application of exchanges that

maintain equivalence of the whole (e.g.. 40 + 7 ss 30 + 17. because 1 ten can be

exchanged for 10 units). Third. a formal arithmetic stage appears in which

exchange principles we applied to written numbers to produce a rationale for

algoriduns involving carrying and borrowing.

Stage One: Unique Partidoning of Multieftit Numbers

The earliest stage of decimal knowledge can be thought of as anelaboration

of the number line representation so that. rather than a single mental number line

linked by the simple "next" relationship, there are now two coordinated lines.

as sketched in Figure 3.8. Along the rows a "next-by-one" relationsh* links the

numbers. This can be extended indefinitely. as shown in the top row, indicating

that a units icpresentation of number coexists with a decimal representation.

Along the columns a "next-by-ten" relationship links the numbers. In a fully

developed number representation this "next-by-ten" link might hold for the

numbers inside the matrix as well as for those along the Ales. permitting more

efficient addition or subtraction of the quantity 10 thim of other quimtities.

Earlier, and perhaps indefinitely, the "inside" links (e.g.. 37 + 10 ss 47) might

be constructed on each occasion ti use by a pieced= that decomposes the

twodigit number into a tens and a units portion (37 a 30 + 7). than adds 10 to

the tens portion (30 + 10 = 40). and finally *Me back the units (40 + 7 is 47).

In either case. the most important feature of this new stage of norther under-

standing is that each of the numbers is represented as a composition of a tens

value and a units value. This means, in effect. that two-digit numbers we in-

terpretr.4 in terms of the PartWhole schema, with the special restriction that one

of the pans be a multiple of 10.
There is some evidence that this compositional structure of the numbers

anses first in the context of oral countingthat is, that it is not at first tightly

linked to quantification of large sets of objects or to grouping of units by tens.

Several investigators (Fuson et a(.. 1982; Siegler & Robinson. 1982) found that

many 4- and 5-year-olds could count orally well into the decades above 20 and

that their counting showed evidence ofbeing organized around the decade struc-

ture. For example. the most commoo stopping points in the children's counting

were at a number ending in 9 or 0 (e.g., 29 or 40); and their omissions in the
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number string tended to be omissions of entire decades (e.g.. " . . 27. 28, 29.
50 . . ."). They also sometimes repeated entire decades (e.g., . . . 38. 39.
20. 21 . .") and sometimes made up nonstandard number names reflecting a
concateiation of the tens and the wilts counting strings (e.g., . . . twenty-
nine. twenty-ten. twenty -eleven . . " ). Finally, these children could usually
succeed in counting on within a decade higher than their own highest stopping
point when asked by the ex to start counting from a particular mimber.
such as 51 or 71.

in our own work on place value. we have collected many observations of
primary school children's methods of establishing the quantity shown in displays
of blocks or of objects coded for decimal value (see Figure 3.9 for examples
of such displays). The typical method that children use in this kind of task is to
begin with the largest denomination and enurierate the blocks of that denomina-
tion using the appropriaft counting suing te.g.. 100. 200. 300. etc.. for hundreds
blocks), then add in successive denominations by counting on use the appropri-
ate counting string. A successful watnification of the display in Figure 3.9a. for
example, would produce the counting string: 100, 200, 300, 400, 410. 420. 430.
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tion but cannot coordinate the use of several strings within a single quantification
task. In one of our studies. for exampk, all of the third-grade children we
interviewed could count any single block denomination, but more than half of the
children became confused when two or more denominations were to be quail-
tifwd. Examples from the protocols of two such children appear in Figure 3.10.

Other performances characteristic of child= in this early stage of decimal
number knowledge suggest that Children typically recognize the relative values

a) ilIgm
E . Shows:

=El 001100
S. (Touching the hi:naiads) 100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600 (touching

the tens) 7. 0 9, 10. 11 . 511
E Let's try one man, !Ike this Her about this one?

0 0

EJ 0 00 .0.0
S (Touching the hundreds) 100. 2000. (touching the tonal 201. 202.

203. 204. 205. 206. 207 .. (touching the ones) 206, 209, 210, 211
E earns. Let's =um them again. This time, why don't you court thew tens

and ones).
S (Touching the sea) 10, 20. 30. 40. 50, 60. 70 (touching the ones!

71, 72, 73, 74.
E. How much a this (hundreds)?
S. 200.
E. Okay. How much is that altogether?
S 200 and .

E. I have 200. and I add the much (a ten wool) more How much ; the
worth?

S 201.

b) Jane
E Good. So how much do you think this would be:

ODD
DOE Egg

S. (Touching the hundreds blocks) 100. 200. 300. 400. 500. GOO (touching
the tans blocks) 700. 800. 900, ten hundred. eleven hundred
Are thaw (tars) worth 100?

S I coon them all together.
E But thaw (tens) aren't hundreds.
S ern counting these like tom
E OK. But how much would them Inns) be worth then?
S Oh. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50 .50 dollars.
E . Neat mach would Ma timbre dillfttri be worth altogether'
S 600... WOW lei 8 and 6.
E But how muCh is n altogether? This (hundred) 4 6, right?
S. Eleven hundred.

Fore 3.10 Examples of confusions in multidcnominationel counting,
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of the different parts that make up the whole number. For example. most second-

through fourth-graders we have interviewed compared numbers on the basis of

the higher-value digits without reference to the lower-value positions. For exam-

ple. when comparing written numerals or block displays for the numbers 472 and

427. a child would typically say 472 was larger ". . . because it has 7 tens for

70i and the other only has 2 tens." It is interesting to note that use judgments

assume that the block displays are canonicalthat is. that they contain no more

than 9 blocks of a given denomination. The assumption of canonicity disappears

in the second stage of decimal knowledge. as we shall see next.

MENTAL. ARITHMETIC

The most stunning displays of a compositional representation of number are

in children's invented mental calculation methods. Consider the following per-

formance by an 8-year-old, Amanda:

L- Can wu subtract 27 from 53"

A 34
L. HIM did Viii4 figure it out?
A: Well. SO minus 20 is 30. Then take away 3 is 27 and plus 7 is 34.

Amanda came up with the wrong answer, but by a method that clearly

displayed her understanding of the compositional structure of two-digit numbers.

She first decomposed each of the numbers in the problem into tens and units. and

then performed the appropriate subtraction operation on the tens components.

Next she proceeded to add in and subtract out the units components. She should

have subtracted 7 and added 3. but instead reversed the digits. Amanda per.

formed on other problems without this difficulty. yielding correct answers. Other

children have shown similar strategies.

We have also km.gun to explore decimal-based mental arithmetic using the

reaction-time methods that yielded initial evidence for the nun and choice pro-

cedures for smaller numbers. We now have reaction-time data from 12 second-

and third-grade children on a set of problems of the farm 23 + 9. 35 + 2.

48 + 5 In each problem the two-digit number was presented first and fell within

the 20s. 50s. or 40s decade. Each child responded to three sets of 100 such

problems; the sets consisted of all possible pairings of the units digits, with the

tens digits allowed to vary randomly. The problems were presented horizontally

on a videoscope. and the child responded on the digit keys of a computer

terminal. Time from presentation to response was recorded.

Assuming that one is going to use a mental counting procedure for solving

the... problems. there are two plausible possibilities that distinguish clearly be-
_

tween use and non-use of the decade structure:
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1. Set the counter to the two-digit number, then add in the one-digit number
in increments of one. Reaction time would be a function of the single-digit
number (in this case, always the second number). We call this the nun of the
addends procedure. No understanding of the decade structureof the numbers is
required for this procedure. However, the child does have to know how to count
over the decade bather (e.g., " . . . 29, 30. 31 . . and must have a units
number string that extends up through several decades.

2. Decompose the two-digit rumba into a tens component and a ones
component, then n:combine the tens c mponent with whichever of the two units
quamitks is larger. Set the counter this reconstituted 'umber and then add in
the smaller units digit in increments at one. For example. for 23 + 9, the counter
would be set at 29 and then incremented three times to a sum of 32. Reaction
time would be a function of the smaller of the two units digits. so the procedure is
called min of the remits. This procedure is a simple version of the one Amanda
used. It not only uses the decade stmcture of the numbers but behaves in accord
with principles of commutativity and associativity (e.g.. 23 + 9 = (20 + 3j + 9
= 20 + (3 + 91 = 20 + (9 + 31 = (20 + 9j + 3 = 29 + 3).

We fit each of these models (along with several others that are plausible but
whose use would not clearly illuminate decimal structure knowledge) to the
reaction times (correct solutions only) of each of our subjects. We predicted the
pattern of reaction times for a ''pure" model, for a model with very fast times for
doubles in the units digits, and for a model with very fast times for tens comple-
ments (i.e., pain that add to 10. such as 3 + 7, 6 + 4, etc.). We also interviewed
each child on a set of similar problems in a think-aloud format. Finally. we had
reaction-time data on each child's performance on a set of single-digit addition
problems. Because a purely mathematical discrimination between models is so
difficult (the models themselves are highly intercorrelated). we used a combine-
timi of model fits, plausibility of the slopes (presumed counting speeds). chil-
dren's think-aloud protocols. and the match between lowerdecade (single digits)
and upper decade (two digits plus one digit) performances to tease out a story
about each child's performance.

Two children, Ken and Alan. provide particularly clear illustrations of the
differences between children who are in a predecimal stage of number represen-
tation and those who ate clearly using a decimal representation in their mental
arithmetic. Ken's reaction times on the upper decade problems were best fit by
nun of the addends (r2 = .761). On the single-digit problems his data cleanly fit
the min model, with doubles (r2 = .695). The slope of the regression lines for
the upper and lower decades (1.164 and .960. respectively) indicated a mental
counting time of about one second per increment for both kinds of problems.
This suggests that Ken was using the same basic units-counting strategy for both
the single- and the two-digit problems. Ken also described the min of the addends
counting-up procedure as his method in the think-aloud protocols.
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Alan provides a contrast case. His reaction times on the upper decade
problems fit best the min of the units model (r2 = -847)- He also showed a next-
best fit for min of the units with complements. the only child to show a good fit to

any complements model; and he showed a reassuringly poor fit to the min of the

addends model. On the single-digit problems. his data best fit min. with doubles

tr= = His slopes for upper and lower decade problems were also similar

( .346 for the single-digit problems; .441 for the two-digit problems). indicating a

similar mental counting speed for both kinds of problems. Although this gory

seems very straightforward. it is also incomplete. for Alan's data also fit (al-

though with less variance explained) other models. It seems quite likely that he

was using a variety of strategies on different problems. This impression is con-

firmed by his interview data. He clearly described himself as using the min of the

units strategy for some problems. but on others he described various other
methods that relied on knowledge of doubles and complements. It seems reason-

able to conclude that Alan was using complex representations of number rela-

tionships to generate strategies that included but were not limited to min of the

units.

OTHER STAGE ONE TASKS

1 here are a number of tasks that an individual with the compositional
representation of number shown in Figure 3.8 ought to be able to perform, but on

which we have only impressionistic data at the present time. These include:

1. adding or subtracting 10 from any quantity more quickly than adding or
subtracting other numbers (except 0 or I . and possibly 2). To subtract 10 from

47. for example. an individual could enter the representation at 47 and move one

step on the tens-backward-next" link directly to 37.
2. counting up (or down) by tens from any starting number.

3. constructing mental addition and subtraction algorithms that use the

ability to count by 10 from any number. For 72 47, for example, enter the
number representation at 72; move down the 10 string four positions to 32. Move

down the ones string (crossing the tens position) seven positions to 25. This

strategy is related to those (such as min of the units and Amanda's strategies) that
partition numbers and operate separately on the tens and units, but it reflects a

somewhat different use of the decimal structure.

A FORMAL THEORY OF STAGE ONE KNOWLEDGE

We are able to benefit in our analysis of the development of decimal number
knowledge from a computer program that simulates the performances of a 9-
year -old girl, Molly, on a number of the tasks that provide the basis for inferring
place-value knowledge. The program, MOLLY, matches Molly's performance
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at several points before, during, and after remedial tutorial instruction aimed at
establishing an understanding of the rationale for the standard, school-taught
written subtraction algorithm. Prior to our instruction. Molly demonstrated the
ability to perform tasks such as constructing. interpreting, and comparing block
displays of two- and three-digit numbers. The knowledge structure included in
die program dim was used in performance of all of these tasks is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 3.11. This strum= organizes conventionsl information about
multidigit written numbers. The structure identifies columns according to their
positional relationship to each other. The rightmost column is tagged as the units
column, the tens column is the one that is next to the units, the hundreds is next
to the tens, and so forth. Which column is being attended to can be detrained
by strut* at the rightmost position and running through the succession of Next
links. Attached to each column is a block shape (the block names ate those used
by Dienes, 1966. in referring to blocks such as those in Figure 3.9). a counting
string, and a column value. The value specifies the amount by which a digit must
be multiplied to yield the quantity represented by the digit (e.g., in the tens
column, multiply by 10).

Someone who possessed this knowledge structure should be able to associ-
me block shapes with column positions, block shapes with column values, and so
on. Table 3.1 gives the number of third-grade children in one of our studies who
showed reliable knowledge of each type of association at each of two interview
points during the year. Since the knowledge was inferred from the method by
which children solved d= various problems presented, rather than by direct
questioning, it was not possible to observe each child on each association in each
interview. For this reason the data are given as proportionsthe number of
children who showed knowledge of the association over the number observed.

As can be seen, all of the children had the position-name SSSOCiiRiOn from
the outset. That is. they could read two- and three-digit numbers aloud using the
proper conventions. A position-shape association was inferred when the children
constracted displays in a manner that directly matched each block shape to a
digit. The children using a colunm-by-column matt strategy typically worked
on the leftmost column first and pointed to each column in succession. saying.
"n of these." Three of our subjects worked this way successfully in their first
interview, more in the second interview. Al of the children we observed could
apply the appropriate counting strings to block shapes as long as there was only a
single block shape to be counted. When they had to switch denominations
(hundreds to tens, or tens to ones), however, they had difficulty: Less than half
of those observed succeeded (cf. Figure 3.10). To be counted as knowing the
value of a column position. the child had to either tell us that, for example. a 9 in
the tens column was "worth" 90, or sek It 9 tens blocks to represent that
quantity. Only one child demonstrated this knowledge. Nevertheless, the chil-
then demonstrated fairly strong knowledge of the value of block shapes. as is
shown in the finel row of Table 3.1.
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Tibia 3.1
Preparlimm d Tided Grade Claim Oluplaytmi Kneeled./ d Amedadaus
bottom Odom. Maki. sent Vadams la November mud February bitervirea

November Febreary

Column peribea/Columa same 10/10 1010

Coburn position/aleck dope 3/3 6i7

Coming strimprelock dupe
Orre dermadmaion ody 6,6 7t7

Two or more danoraimales 217 34
C posedoelealus 1/10 1/7

Bloch abspailmke 7/10 9/10

Stage Two Multiple Patties**. of Mulddglt Numbers

As Mg as the Next structure alone is used to imerpro numbers. each
*titans number can have only one block representation: a "comical" reptesen-
Won, with no more than 9 blocks per column. In this canonical display dime
exists a one-m-one match between the number of blocks of a paniadar de-
00MillatiOn and the digit in a cobtmn in standard wrbien notation. Insistence on
the canonical form. however, means that these is no basis for carrying and

bonowingor. in block displays, for exchanges and mult*le nation of
a quantity. During the next stage in development. the Past Whole schema is
applied to multidisk numbers in a minmer that allows multiple partitionings and

thereby a variety of noncanonical representations of quantity.

MULTIPLE PARTITIONING ARRIVED AT SALLY

At first. although children recognize that multiple representations are possi-

ble, they can construct them only through an empirical counting process. Molly's

performance during the preinsuuctional phase of her work with us illustrates this

method. Molly was asked to use Dienes blocks to subtract 29 from 47. She began

by constructing the block distAay that matched the larger member- --that is. 4 tens

and 7 units. She then tried to remove 9 units and, of course. could not. The
experitnemer asked if she could find any way to get mote Mts. Molly responded

by putting aside all of the units blocks and one of the tens in her display. leaving

just 3 tens. She cowed these by tens ( "10. 20. 30") and then continued
counting by ones. adding in a units block with each count. up to 47. On the next

subtraction problem. 54 37, Molly began with a noncanonical display of the

top number. That is. she put out 4 tens and canned ii unks blocks until she
reached 54, yielding a final disiday of 4 tens and 14 units. Molly thus appeased to

have learned that certain problems will require noncanonical displays; she had
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3 A DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY OF NUMBER UNDERSTANDING 137

incorporated into her plan for doing block subtraction a check for whether there
were more units to be removed than the canonical display would provide. How-
ever. at this stage she was able to establish the equivalence of the canonical and
noncanonical displays only by the counting process that yielded the same final

number in each case.
The MOLLY program provides a form3lly stated theory of what Molly

knew and how she used her knowledge at each of several stages. To simulate the

stage of performance just described, MOLLY-1 uses several procedures that call

upon the Part-Whole schema described earlier for story problems. In MOL-
LY I . the schema is elaborated to include a special restriction, applied to two-
digit numbers, that one of the parts be a multiple of 10. To "show 47 with more
ones." MOLLY-1 first applies Part-Whole in a global fashion, concluding that
if the Whole is to stay the same but more ones are to be shown, there must be
fewer tens. MOLLY-1 then reduces the tens pile by a single bkrck, the smallest
possible amount to remove. Next, the schema is instantiated with 47 filling the
Whole slot. and 30 in one of the Part slots. The Minimum Needed node of the
schema is then used to access a procedure for finding the remaining Part by
adding ones blocks and counting up until 47.is reached.

Two important concepts have been added to the number representation at
this stage.. First, the equivalence of several partitioniap has been recognized.
Second. the possibility of having more than 9 of a particular block size has been
admitted. This is crucial for an eventual undemanding of borrowing, where
temporarilymore than 9 of a given denomination roust be understood to be
present, without changing the total value of the quantity. Interviews with a
number of children in addition to Molly make it clear that prior to this stage the
possibility of borrowing or trading to get more blocks is rejected became it will
produce an **illegal (i.e., noncanonical) display.

PRESERVATION OF QUANTITY
BY EXCHANGES THAT MAINTAIN EQUIVALENCE

A complete understanding of the possibilities for multiple representation
can be attributed to children only when they are no longer dependem upon
counting to establish the equivalence of displaysthat is, when they recognize a
class of legal exchanges that will automatically preserve equivalence. Akhough
Molly received po explicit instruction from us on this point, it was clear that after
a certain amount of practice with the coming -up method of cleating noncanoni-
cal displays, she came to recognize that 10-for-1 exchanges would retain the
Whole quantity while changing the specific snows in the Parts. At this point
she stopped counting up and began limply to tradethe is. discard a tens block
and count in 10 ;mks, or discard a hundreds block and cows in 10 tens. We have
observed the same kind of performance in other children as well. Some children
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Rpm 3.12 The Trade idiom

who engage in trades rather than count* up even become annoyed or amused
with an experimenter who keeps alikasil how they know that the display still
shows the same number. They ildialte in various ways that they believe that if a
ten-fer-ose 'side has been made, the total span* could not have dimmed.

The MOLLY-2 program provides a formal theory of Molly's knowledge at
this stage. La what can be viewed as a fixther elaboration of the Pan-Whole
schema, MOLLY-2 adds so the representation for multidigit oumbers an explicit
10-for-1 relational* for adjacent block sizes. This knowledge repesenad by $
Trade schema (Fig= 3.12), which specifies a class of legal exchanges among
blocks. The schema specifies that dices is a "from" pile of blocks from which
blocks are removed. This pile becomes smeller by one block. There is also as
"into" pile of blocks that becomes larger by 10 blocks. The wilw of the blocks

in the From and Imo piles is established by multiplyaqg the member of blocks

removed or added by the valve of the blodt shape Las specified in the Next

struchue and a seporne Value schema that is also pan of the program). Thus.

when trades are made between adjacent block sizes. the schema specifies that the

Into an? the From values will be the same, twat though the number of physical

objects -.sent has changed. Applied as an elaboration of the Part-Whole sche-

ma. the trade schema allows MOLLY-2 to construct alternative parthioninp of
a quantity without having to coast up from one of the pans.

Stage 'Mac Application of Part-Whole to Written Arklunetic

1 turn now to children's written arithmeticin particular, to how the elabo-
rated Part-Whole schema is eventually applied to the enetpretation of the con-
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ventions of written calculation. There is abundant evidence now available that

many children learn rules for the written algorithms of subtraction and addition

without linking these rules to the kind of knowledge about place value and

number that I have described here. What they seem to learn is a procedure for

identifying columns, operating on them. making marks (writing in little l's.

crossing out and rewriting numbers. etc. ). but not a rationale that makes the

procedure sensible. Brown and Burton (1978) have ckmonstrated that when

children make errors in written arithmeticparticularly subtraction the errors

are often the result not of random mistakes. but of the systematic application of

wrong t 'buggy" algorithms. Figure 3.13 describes and illustrates some of the

most common subtraction bugs. Elsewhere (Resnick. 1981) I have analyzed a

number of the Brown and Burton bugs to show that they typically follow rules of

syntax. or procedure. while ignoring or contravening the "semantics" of ex-

changethat is. the principles embodied in the Part-Whole. Trade, and Value

schemata described here. For example, in the bug called Borrow-Across-Zero

the child follows a rule specifying the need for a written-in little 1 and a crossed-

out and decremented number to its left. The syntax of subtraction is largely

respected. However. the semantics of exchange is violated. for the ...said has in

fact borrowed 100 but added back only 10thus failing to conserve the original

quantity.
Brown and VanLehn (1980. 1982; Vantehn. Chapter 5) have developed a

theory intended to account for the process by which buggy algorithms are in-

vented. The theory assumes th,si the correct algorithm has been learned but is

incomplete for certain problems. either because an incomplete algorithm was

taught or because certain steps have been forgotten. When these problems
which most often contain zeros in the top numberare encounkred, the attempt

to apply the learned algorithm creates an impasse. The child attempts to cope

with the impasse by "repairing" the learned algorithm. The repairs proceed in a

"generate-and-test" mode that is shared with many other problem-solving pro-

cess theories (e.g.. Newell & Simon. 1972). First, a repair is generated from a

very limited list of potential repairs. The list includes moving into the next

column to perform an action (this would produce the Borrow-Across-Zero bug),

skipping an action, copying a number. and the like. Once generated. a repair is

tested against a set of "critics" that specify certain constraints that a subtpction

algorithm must obey. These include rules such as acting at least once on each

column, showing decrement and increment marks, and not writing more than one

digit in each answer column. There is nothing in either the critic list or the repair

generation list that refers to what I have been developing in this chapter as the

"meaning" of decimal numbers. There is no critic that specifies that the original

Whole quantity must be preserved. nor is these anything in the repair or critic

lists that even identifies the value of the borrow and increment marks. The theory

thus describes an almost wholly syntactic set of bug-generating processes.
Given this characterization of the origin of buggy arithmetic, it can be
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nipere 3.13 Denassions and nassspies of Brown and Burton's (1978) common sabuiction begs.
(Adapted from Resold. 1982. Cam& 1982 by Lawrence Erbium Amalie: Reprised by
pansassion.)

argued that one of the impotent tasks of primary school arithmetic !awning is the
development of knowledge 52111CIUteS that provide a l'seneratic justification" for
procedures of written borrowing and carrying. As we have seen caber in this
discussion. there is evidence that children have or can relatively easily acquire
substantial semantic knowledgein the farmof Past-Whole and Trade schanata
and associaed proceduseeLapplied to concrete representations of number. h
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therefore seems likely that a useful method for assisting children in the develop-

ment of a semantic interpretation of written arithmetic would be to call their

attention to correspondences between the steps in written arithmetic and the

performance of addition and subtraction with concrete materials (cf. Dienes.

1966). In an earlier work (Resnick. 1981) I described one method for doing this.

via what was termed mapping instruction. In this instruction the child is required

to perform the same problem in blocks and in writing. alternating steps between

the two. Under these conditions the written notations can be construed as a

......11=111.M...11
Problem 900 - 139 Elates. Acton oi Wong Acton

300
/39

500 a

uoo fA

The Oda
1 Deetlevs lobo number in blocks

2 Olio 8,11111eol aftwo-eltened lames

3 Tiede, 1 Inowevel block tor 10 tem bloat

Woes 00 trade

TEPID.
000k ;zifiL°

1100

1100. 0/39

Treats I ten blob for It) ono Pocks

a Nowa 110 loth

7. In emelt ers000ns000 moms the nomb 01
blocks $eoftetl Ille bottom maim

II In each attunes astute the mobs tentonote.

Figure 3.14 Outline of mappnig insnuction for subtraction. (Front Resnick, 1982. Copyright 1982

by Lawrence &Rum Associates. Reprinted by permission.)
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"record" of actions on the blocks. Figure 3.14 sunimarizes the process for a
subtracdon problem.

Mapping immune) has been successfully used with several children who
had buggy subtraction algorithms. Not only did their bugs disappear, bin the
children danonamted that they had acquired an understanding of the semantics
of the *rates algorklim. Once again, Molly's pederast:ice and our simulation of
it provide bah a deer example of typical behavior and a *comical account of
the mental processes involved.

VALUE OF CARRY AND BORROW MARKS

We have seen that rather early in their development children can recognize
the values of digits in various cohmms of standani notation, using the Next
sanctum only. Mae is evidence in our data. however. that this ability to assign
vie does not extend to the notations made in the course of aiming and
borrowing. In one of our studies, third -pale child'mu were asked to tell us the
value of the carry and borrow digits in written addition and metraction. In
virtually every case they simply named the digit rather than its actual value. For
exmnple, when they were shown the solved problem in Sure 3.13. the little 1 at
a was assigned a value of I instead of 10. and the hide 1 at b was assigned a
value of 1 instead of 100. When asked to select the biod014 the would rentocut
these 1 marks, the child= typically selected a single units block. By contrast,
after instruction Molly and others who had been taught via mapping assigned a
value of 10 to the 1 at a and 100 to the 1 at b. mad selected blocks accordingly.

EXPLAINING THE W1UTTEN BORROWDIG ALGORITHM

Molly's most stunning display of understanding wnnen borrowing came in
a follow-up interview about four weeks after instruction. During this time she¢
had had no direct instruction on subtraction. When asked to do problems in
writing in this follow-up interview. Molly did not use exactly the procedure she
had learned from us. That is, on problems with 0 in the top number. she did not
begin by decrementing in the hundreds column and changing the 0 in the tens

a

b 139
1

First 3.15 Solved problem showolg carry mod borrow marts
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Figure 3.16 Two extracts of Molly's explanations

column to 10. then decrementing this 10 to produce 9 as part of the exchange into

the units column. Instead, she used the "school algorithm." going right to left

and changing each 0 directly to 9.
This algonrhm cannot be directly mapped onto blocks, and thus one cannot

explain why it works by simply describing exchanges as if they had been done

with blocks. Thus, any justification Molly was able to offer for her written work

would have to depend on her schematic knowledge. Figure 3.16 gives two

extracts of Molly's explanations. In the first case Molly was asked to check

another child's work. She knew the 10 in the tens column should be changed to

9. but she did not justify this as the outcome of a trade. Instead, she gave an
explanation in terms of the values of the decrement and increment marks (9 tens

in the tens column plus 1 ten in the units column), with the ChM implication that

a whole - preserving exchange had been made (otherwise she would not have

sought the "other ten"). In the second extract. Molly shows even more clearly

that she was searching for parts to make up the 1000 that she recognized had been

borrowed in the course of decrementing the thousands column.
MOLLY-3 provides a theory of how these explanations *ere consnucted

To construct analogous explanations, MOLLY-3 uses an Exchange schema (Fig-

ure 3.171 that develops by interpreting borrowing as an 0311110g of trading. The

Trade and the Borrow portions of the Exchange schema have mudopus de-

ments. As a result. for written borrowin theft is a From column that pits
smaller by 1 and an Into column that gets larger by 10. The valises of these
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Rpm 3.17 The Whose whom.

decrements and increments am, as in the case of trading. determined by multiply-
ing by the column value. In the units column. the increase of 10 in the into
column is multiplied by but in the teas catmint it is multiplied by 10 to yield a
value of 100. As a mull, when interpreted under control of the Exchange
schema, the increment marks would be represented by tens or hundreds blocks.
never by unit cubes. The effect of having the Exchange schema is to allow
MOLLY-3 to interpset bestowing as it had trod*: as an exchange among pans
that maintains du value of the whole.

MOLLY-3 uses its newly constructed Exchange schema toconstruct expla-
nations for the standard school borrowing algorithm that parallel those of Moi.y.
For example, for tine problem 403 275. MOLLY-3 handles several questkes
about increments and decrements as follows: It keeps track of its actions by
building a temporary Changes structure that specifies old and new values in
particular Mamas. The Changes stnicture also wax* whether the new value is
larger or smaller than the origilial. Faced with the question, Where did the 13 in
the units column were from?. the program examines its current Changes struc-
ture, searching for a 13 as a new value in the units column. Finding this. it can
determine that the 13 is larger than the original value for that column. Now it
looks for a place in its knowledge whets larger is linked with a column kite
which something is added. It finds the Borrow schema. It instantiates this sche-
ma, with the units column as the Into column. It can then "iced on" the answer
from the instantiated schema as: It comes from borrowing I ten from the tens
column for the units column.
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Now given the question, Where is the 100 you borrowed from the hundreds

column?. MOLLY-3 uses its Changes structure to determine that the hundreds

column is smaller. As a result. it searches for a structure in its own knowledge

base in which a column is made smaller by taking something frost it. This leads

it to the Bono* schema, which it activates and tries to instantiate. It fills the

From column with the hundreds column. and it knows this column has gotten

smaller by one times the colunvi value (of 1000). It must now ft!l the slots on the

Into side. To do this it tries at first to find a column made larger by 10 times a

column value of 10. but it cannot find such a column in the written notation.

Instead. it finds a value of 90 shown in the tens column. At this point it calls on

the PanWhole schema. sets the Whole equal to 100 and Pan A equal to 90.

From this it can determine that Part B must equal 10. Now it inspects the written

notation again, looking for a column that shows an increment with a value of 10.

It is able to find this in the units column of the written notation. As a result it can

conclude that The 100 from the hundreds column has been made into the 90 in

the tens column plus the 10 in the units column. MOLLY-3 can answer the

analogous question for borrowing across two zeros (for example, when 2003 is

the top number in a problem) by iterating through the PartWhole schema twice.

first setting the Whole slot equal to 1000 and Part A to 900. then setting the

Whole to 100 and Part A to 90. It then answers: The 1000 from the thousands

column has been made into the 900 in the hundreds column. plus the 90 in the

tens column. plus the 10 in the units column.

CONCLUSION

Other topics in mathematics (multiplication. division, fractions), of course,

will have been introduced by the end of the early school years and will have

induced changes in representation not considered here. Nor can it be expected

that all children by the end of primary school will have achieved the level of

understanding represented by Molly. Yet such understanding is certainly an

important goal of early instruction in place value. Thus, it seems a suitable point

as which to conclude this account of the cognitive development that accompanies

early school arithmetic learning. What general conclusions about the mule of

number understanding and its development can be drawn from this account?

Tice Centrality of the PartWhole Sauna In
Number Understanding a.

First. it seems clear that a reasonable account of the knowledge underlying

changing mathematics competence can be given in terms of a few schemata and
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their successive elaborations. As we have seen, the Pan-Whole schema piays a
central role. Although I have not attempted here to explain the origin of .he
Part-Whole schema, it seems likely that it arises in connection with various real-
life situations in wii.ch partitions must be made but no exact quantification is
required. Such situations are easy to imagine in the life of the young child. For
example, a hole in an otherwise complete puzzle means that a part is missing;
food is shared with the recognition that the individual portions together repesent
all (the whole) that is available; or a child gives some (but not all) of her candy to
her brother.

I have pointed to evidence that Pan-Whole in this primitive fonn is avail-
able to children before school begins. I have also suggested that its systematic
application to quantity characterizes the early years of school. A first elaboration
of the basic Pan-Whole schema, in this view, is its attachment to procedures for
counting up (the procedures attached to the Minimum Needed node) and taking
away (the procedures attached to the Maximum Exceeded node). These pro-
cedures, which are based on the units number string, produce a quantitative
interpretation of Pan-Whole. The schema in turn allows numbers to be in-
terpreted both as positions on the mental number line and. simultaneously. as
compositions of other numbers. This interpretation of number appears to underlie
both story-problem solution and the invented mental arithmetic procedures for
small numbers that characterize the earliest school years.

Further elaboration of the Pan-Whole schema appears to characterize sub-
sequent development of an understanding of the place-value system of notation
and the cakulation procedures based on it. Children apparently find it easy to
place a special restriction on Pan-Whole such that one of the pans must always
be a multiple of 10. This initial elaboration generates an interpretation of multi-
digit numbers as compositions of units, tens, hundreds. and so on. This in turn
permits invention of several quite elegant mental calculation shortcuts. However.
further elaborationsthose specified in the Trade and later the more abstract
Exchange schemataare required before multiple panitionings of quantity can
be recognized and the rules of written arithmetic interpreted. Since Trade and
Exchange are always called upon by Pan-Whole. it seems reasonable to view
them as elaborations of the more general schema for partitioning quantity.

Mkrostages in Development

Many readers will have noted parallels between the analysis offered here
and interpretations of the number concept proposed by Piaget and others working
in the Genevan tradition. Indeed, this analysis shares two central emphases with
the Piagetian view: (a) an emphasis on pan-whole (class inclusion. for Piaget
relationships as a defining characteristic of number understanding. and (b) the
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proposal that ordinal (counting and cardinal (class inclusion or part-whole)

relationships must he combined in the coon::: ;4 constructing the concept of

number
It is especially pleasing to have amved at this convergence because the

present analysis was conducted quite independently of Piaget's work. I did not

,et out to either support or disconfirm Naves theory of number understanding

but rather to build a plausible account. from a current cognitive science point of

%few of what number knowledge must underlie the various arithmetic perfor-

mances ohs:I-Yeti in young school children In doing this. I drew on formal
theoretical anal} sea that worked from task performances w the kind of knowl-

edge children "must hase" in order to engage in the performances observed.

This effon to build a theory of understanding on the basis of detailed analyses of

procedures used in performing tasks is quite different from the Piagetian method

hypothesiting a mental structure and then seeking tasks that might reveal its

presence or absence One might well charactenze the methods used here as more

bottom up than those of Piaget
One result of these niorc bottom-up task- and performance-driven methods

is that we are able to detect indeed. are forced to recogrtzerelatively small

changes in cognitive structures In a sense, we have been able to produce a

rostakie theory for number understanding. a theory that specifies many small

changes in number representation and schematic interpretation of number in a

period of (Jeselopment for which the Piagetian analysis recognized only the

nuicrostago of preoperativity and concrete operativity This enriched theory of

changes in number knowledge is of clear importance to those concerned with

instruction. for it specifies "what to teach" at successive stages of learning or

development The microstages of understanding developed here also permit us to

give a more precise psychological interpretation to certain key mathematical

concepts than has heretofore been possible.

An Interpretation of Cardinalit

One example of such interpretation is the one that is now possible for the

developm;04.of an understanding of cardinality. Gelman and Gallistei (1978)

included ir principles of counting a cardinality principle. which specifies

that the final count word reached when a set of objects is being enumerated is the

total number in the set---that is. the set's cardinality. For the preschool child.

who has not yet come to interpret quantity in terms of a fully developed
Part-Whole schema. this is the only meaning of cardinality available. This

entenon of understanding cardinality has been criticized (e.g.. Bessot & Comiti.

Ntilt as too weak and in particular as not reflecting the Piagetian definition of
cardinality We can now see that a higher stage of cardinality understanding can
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be recognized in the child's subsequent application of the PartWhole schema to
number. Although a primitive form of partitioning is clearly present in early
counting behavior (this is what is required to keep counted and not-yet-counted
objects separate), the PanWhole schema used later in solving story problems
yields the understanding that a total (whole }quantity remains the same even under
variant panitionings.

The meaning of cardinality is further elaborated when the place-value sche-
mata outlined here are acquired. When the PanWhole schema with the multi-
ple-of-10 restriction is applied to two-digit numbers, the amount represented by
the number becomes subject to multiple partitioning without a change in quan-
tity. This is exactly parallel to the new understanding of cardinality for smaller
numbers that was achieved when the PartWhole schema was applied to them.
Without application of the PanWhole schema, the cardinality of a number
resides in the specific display set and the number attached to it through legal
counting procedures. With PartWhole. cardinality resides in the total quantity.
no matter how it is displayed or partitioned.

The Trade and Exchange stages of multidigit number representation show
yet a higher level of understanding of cardinality. At these stages it is recognized
that cardinality is not altered by a specified set of legal exchanges. An analogy
can be drawn with the earlier recognition of quantity as unchanged under venous
physical transformations (such as spreading out a display of objectsthe classic
Piagetian test of conservation). However, the transformations produced under
control of the Trade schema do in fact involve a change in the actual number of
objects present. Thus, recognition that the value of the total quantity remains
unchanged requires a level of abstraction concerning the nature of cardinality that
was not required for earlier stages of undemanding.

Procedural knowledge and Understanding

An important characteristic of the account of number development offered
here is the close link between procedural skill and understanding. It has been
charactenstic of many past efforts to promote understanding of mathematics to
speak as it understanding and procedural skill were somehow incompatible.
Wertheimer ( 19451 959). for example. in pressing for structural understanding
as the goal of education. attacked the teaching e( algonthms and other aspects of
mindles dnll Piaget. too, was largely disinterested in procedural skills.
despite the role that "reflective abstraction"the process of refitcong on one's
own procedures to draw out prmciplesplays in his theory of development
(Puget. 1967/1971). Many educators inspired by Piaget's emphasis on under-
standing have actively argued against any kind of procedural emphasis in mathe-
matics instruction.

4
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The present analyses. by contrast, suggest that procedural skill often under-

lies understanding For example. the account proposed here for the invention of

the min and choice calculation procedures suggests that inventions reflecting an

understanding of number can come about only when procedures become well
enough established that their results can be inspected and compared. Similarly,
children apparently learn about the decade structure of the number system
through what must be. at first, rather "mindless" repetition of conventional

counting strings
We do not vet have a full theory to propose about exactly how practice in

counting and other arithmetic procedures interacts with existing schematic
knowledge to produce new levels of understanding. Nevertheless, it already

scents clear that a detailed theory of how new levels of number understanding are

achieved wttl rcscal active interplay between schematic and procedural
knrrw tedgc
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